
Subscription Rundown Video Requirements & 
Creator Payments

Yogadelic Subscription is yogadelic’s online resource for movement and meditation practices. 
The software used is Vimeo’s monthly subscription service. Membership is $8 a month for 
unlimited streaming. All creator videos become property of yogadelic and will remain in the 
subscription library at yogadelic’s discretion. Video’s will be submitted to website for review.  
All Creators are required to submit one sample video (of length <60min) for review prior to 
submitting their first official submission. Any Creators new to self-filming are encouraged to 
film at least 3 videos for constructive review sessions prior to filming official submissions.The 
sample videos will not be compensated but will remain property of the Creator. Any videos not 
accepted for the Subscription library will not be compensated and will remain propter of the 
Creator. 

Video Requirements 

Full Length Practices (60) minutes:  
Full length videos need to have sufficient warm up and cool down periods with a final rest/
meditation 

Short Sessions (10/20/30) minute 
Focus on specific region of the body or general  
Examples: Hip opening/arm balance progression/leg flexibility/10 minute morning wake up 

Video quality 
Apple iphone or camera of equal/better quality. If self-filming, utilize a tripod to stabilize camera 

Audio quality 
Realtime or voice over 
(iPhone recorder is sufficient to record teacher voice in a sound controlled environment) 

Video edits 
Submit video with proper lead in/out frame edits 

Creator Payments 

One time payment (Upon launch day) 
 $1 per minute of video 
 Delivered within 2 weeks of reviewing submission 

Referral Payments (in the future) 
10% of total monthly subscription referrals to be paid out at years’ end.  
Example: Teacher refers student to Yogadelic’s Subscription service with teacher coupon code. 
The student enters the code and subscribes to monthly recurring or one year. At year’s end the 
teacher is paid 10% of the total payment. One month: $0.80  10 months: $8.00
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